Camp Music Leader Responsibilities

Introduction
Music during pioneer times was the heart of activities and gatherings. Wonderful pioneer songs are available. Music is a vital part of our pioneer history and legacy. As camp music leader you have the opportunity to provide music in camp meetings.

Summary of ISDUP Constitution and Bylaws
This is an appointed position.

Responsibilities
1. Lead the Music at Camp Meetings
   - Learn the monthly song prior to the camp meeting.
   - Lead the DUP theme song and monthly song from ISDUP.
   - Make copies of the music and bring CD or provide for accompaniment at the meeting.

2. Prepare by Listening to the Music CD Provided and Share the Song Background Before Singing
   - Review the overview of the song provided by ISDUP.
   - Provide an overview to the camp as an introduction, prior to singing the outlined song.

3. Announce Which Song Book Camp Members are to Bring to the Next Month’s Meeting
   - It is the camp members’ individual responsibility to bring their song books to each meeting.

4. Perform other Duties as Assigned by the Camp Captain

5. Use Only Current Forms and Information Found at ISDUP.org
   - List of songs and background information are in the International section of the President’s Packet and at ISDUP.org
   - CD of songs for the current year to order through ISDUP on-line store
   - Copy of Pioneer Songs book and Contest Collection book available for sale on ISDUP on-line store